Looking SE from Beach to stake ~30’ out, slope to ~30” depth, stony gravel inshore, mud beyond ~10’ out and all north areas

Looking S from ~15’ out, stony gravel inshore and on beach with a few boulders in shallows, armoring at summer shoreline with lack of vegetation and parking lot runoff,

Bay area opposite the proposed improved beach area and Mapes Creek outlet will benefit with more stony gravel, and much more in-water large woody debris (see Cedar River delta images) in shallow (3’ or less). On shore: more large trees, and more overhanging and in-water shrubs.

Looking N from concrete boat ramp, stony gravel inshore and on beach with a few boulders in shallows, armoring at summer shoreline and parking lot runoff, no over hanging riparian vegetation, no larger trees

Current Conditions (1-26-20)
North of Mapes

- The lake bottom just off this area is soft, sticky mud, hence the proposed gravel substrate and structure expansion.
- This area of upland (below) is also full of invasive plants.
- Baseline study will determine the best type of shoreline to leave behind.
8,000 ft²
Area is 100% Designed, Only Needs Construction. See Construction Documents.

48,000 ft²
Area Needs Design & Construction
BE'ER SHEVA PARK

Also, verify all underground utilities not located by the 811 service by using a commercial location service and call SPR Inspection Request Line (206) 684-7034.
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Also, verify all underground utilities not located by the 811 service by using a commercial location service and call SPR Inspection Request Line (206) 684-7034.
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WWW.CALL811.COM
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Also, verify all underground utilities not located by the 811 service by using a commercial location service and call SPR Inspection Request Line (206) 684-7034.
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Example of heavy gravel & scale of added woody debris @ newly restored beach in Portage Bay.